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Be My guinea pig...join My psychological Experiment--Study I. 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
Sales price $25.00

Ask a question about this product 

Description 

PSYCHOLOGICAL EXPERIMENT TESTING - STUDY I

BRAINWASHING HYPNOSIS

EFFECTS ON MALE PARTICIPANTS---How much control do I really have over your mind.

Don't miss your chance to be a part of this Controlled experiment...it will provide insight into
cause-and-effect by demonstrating what outcome occurs when a particular factor is
manipulated.

Join MY EXPERIMENTAL test---be MY guinea pig.

Listen to STUDY I---NOW.  Here is a teaser.  More than a week of testing will be involved. 
Each Study will grow more POWERFUL---the effects will be overwhelming.

Listen with your headphones on---Listen 3 times---to prepare for Study II.
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Reviews

Saturday, 04 June 2022 

The beginning of an intensely POWERFUL brainwashing series that will leave You forever changed and give your Domina even more
information from the deepest darkest depths of your pliable submissive mind that she will use to bring our enslavement to her to such
incredibly sexy and powerful levels. This experiment is MASTERFUL and worth every penny and second!

Bubbles 

Tuesday, 15 December 2020 

I have had the extreme pleasure of surrendering to this file repeatedly over the past few days. I highly recommend this file even if you
don't do the whole experiment. This recording has made me susceptible to Domina's sleep command in ways that I only dreamed about
before. My one regret is that it took me 6 months to find this session.

slave vanessa 

Monday, 09 October 2017 

Shelle's 'The Experiment' series is a hypnotic masterpiece even for her high standards. She will add more layers of complexity as it goes
on, deviously inserting herself into your mind, unil it becomes more difficult to tell her decisions from yours apart. As this goes on it
becomes more appealing until you are totally under her domination. Just when you think she can't bring you any more under her control
she lets you know it's only getting started despite any resistance. Highly recommend.

Saturday, 06 May 2017 

When i first listened to this file, i didn't think it would have any affect on me since it seemed so simple and easy. However, after several
listens, i now see & feel the impact it's having on me. It became even more apparent when i listened to Study 2 . All i can say is Wow! I
love this kind of conditioning and i want more!!!

Tim D 

Wednesday, 06 May 2015 

Domina Shelle appears to shatter the concept of awake and asleep in this first file. i'm just starting part #2 now but can feel the profound
effects of this first file taking hold.

Tim Kambourelis 

Sunday, 12 April 2015 

With this, you will begin upon a journey. A path onto which you must go. The first recording of five defines the stage at sets up a
precedent for what is to come. I heartily recommend treading the path, for it will give you greater love, and obedience to Shelle.

Jesper Andersen 

Sunday, 29 March 2015 

i write this after having listened to all 5 parts. If you feel a genuine desire to have your barriers and resistance to handing over your
control to a beautiful Domina then i can not recommend this enough.rnrnOnly by the time you have completed all 5 will you understand
what i mean. i also highly recommend following Dominas instructions and taking your time working through the series, listening to each
multiple times, resisting the urge to rush through them. This will give a far more powerful and longer lasting effect.

James Macky 

Friday, 20 March 2015 

I've started with The Experiment shortly. This file is amazing. It feels as if the triggers used in this file are more real and more direct than
ever. I've alway looking for ways to be more close to my Domina and this seems to lead into the perfect way...

Hypno Trancer 

Thursday, 26 February 2015 

i've always looked for a file that took me down and then brought me back up multiple times. This file was perfect for that, i kinda felt like a
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yo-yo. The speed in which Domina Shelle engrained these triggers into my mind was amazing. i can't wait to see where Domina Shelle
goes with this experiment from here. Oh yeah, and who doesn't want to be able to feel pleasure with a simple snap and a word?!

Dustin DelMar 

Wednesday, 25 February 2015 

With these Experiment files,Domina Shelle shows us Her wonderful continually growing mastery of hypnosis. In this first case study She
is laying the groundwork for Her complete control and dominance by laying down simple powerful triggers with ease. After only one
fantastically relaxing listen I can feel the already growing potency of these triggers like a promise that will be fulfilled, of thaT I have no
doubt.

Lee Parks 

Tuesday, 24 February 2015 

Hmm,... The site is allowing me to revisit this review. Quoting, from long ago: "As advertised ; ) Produces a happy feeling. This is a good
piece to clarify trance effects in a light subject like me. Hanging on the ride in step 2."
i have returned here, at the suggestion of Shelle's assignment, more than 7 years later in my journey with out Domina. Her triggers are
still firmly locked into place. There are no more 'light" trances. Unless of course She commands it. What else can I say, except that the
first round of this puppy assignment has brought both pleasure - an skinned knees!

Fred Starkey 

Sunday, 22 February 2015 

Glad I agreed to be Domina Shelle's guinea pig:) This wonderful.

Dave Beach 

Tuesday, 17 February 2015 

A wonderful file - i feel like Domina just went through a rebuilt my responses to some of Her oldest triggers from the foundation up. If
you're new to Mistress's voice and looking for something erotic this might not be the ideal first session - but if you're already intrigued by
hypnosis this is ideal. i'm absolutely certain that she has plans for us and that patience will lead to an amazing experience, so buckle in
and enjoy the ride!

Slave John 

Monday, 16 February 2015 

I always knew Domina had a powerful control over me, but wow. I see now that She's able to plant triggers in my mind that are so
powerful. I can't tell where Her commands start, and my thoughts finish. The lines blur. It's all a blur.

Rickey Ratcliff 

Sunday, 15 February 2015 

I loved this! The beginning of this study didn't follow the path that I thought it would, but Domina Shelle's sessions always surprise me in
some way. I can't wait until I am able to continue with the rest of the studies. The first file is very relaxing and extremely pleasurable, but
not necessarily sexual (though if you're sufficiently conditioned it isn't as though that makes a difference ;) ). With some of the
groundwork laid, the rest of the studies are going to be great.

Marcus Jetson 
More reviews 
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